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Kuyt typifies Liverpool's gritty resolve to succeed 
Liverpool 1 Sparta Prague 0 (Liverpool win 1-0 on agg) Tony Barrett Kenny Dalglish 
maintains that little has changed in the game in the 20 years that separate his two 
spells at Anfield and his argument was bolstered last night when Liverpool proved 
that the passage of time has not lessened their capacity to produce the most 
attritional of victories.  
Anfield folklore is littered with great European nights, occasions when victory is 
snatched from the jaws of defeat and legends are written. But for every 
Olympiacos, Saint-Etienne and Barcelona, there are games such as these in which 
Liverpool have to grind their way to a result against stubborn opponents who 
make up for any lack of glamour with a collective determination not to become 
the victims of Liverpool's latest continental conquest. Sparta Prague lived up to 
their obstinate billing right up to the 86th minute when Dirk Kuyt broke the 
deadlock with a routine headed goal from a corner by Raul Meireles that 
ultimately settled the tie. In the circumstances, it was fitting that the ever-
industrious Kuyt should be the match-winner because this was a night when 
substance was always more evident than style.  
"I thought it was about time for me to score a goal because it's been a while," the 
Holland forward said. "But it's always nice to score on European nights."  
For player and club, the strike was a timely one. It ensured that Liverpool moved 
into the round of 16 of the Europa League, a competition that, although much 
maligned, remains their only chance of adding silverware to a testing season on 
all fronts.  
It also added to Kuyt's bargaining position as he continues talks over a contract 
extension. "It is already looking positive and hopefully I will have some good news 
in one or two weeks," he said.  
Kuyt's value to Liverpool has never been in doubt given his propensity to score 
crucial goals. Sparta joined a list of European opponents - including Chelsea, 
Standard Liege and Arsenal - who have suffered at his hands. He makes the most 
of a not outstanding level of individual ability through sheer endeavour and it is in 
matches as tight and testing as this in which he is often at his most effective.  
In many ways, Kuyt typified a team performance that was high on effort and low 
on overall quality. With Andy Carroll and Steven Gerrard out injured and Luis 
Suarez ineligible for the Europa League, Dalglish's attacking options were limited 
and it showed as Liverpool laboured for long passages, the standard of their 
football diminishing as the game wore on. That they had to fall back on their 
reserves of determination will both please and disappoint their manager, who will 
have been impressed with their desire but less so with their use of the ball.  
"It was a difficult game," Dalglish said. "We knew from the first game they were 
going to be a physical side, but we deserve credit for the way we fought. Our 
determination and effort to get the result was superb. The pride they take in 
themselves and the club was rewarded in the end with a goal and we are 
delighted to go through."  
There was an element of triumphing in the face of adversity about Liverpool's 
progression, with the award of a penalty for handball by Manuel Pamic being 
declined in the opening minutes, Martin Kelly and Daniel Agger being forced to 
limp off with thigh and shin injuries respectively and Sotiros Kyrgiakos only 
completing the match after twice having treatment for cuts. Such setbacks did 
allow Jamie Carragher to make his 137th European appearance for Liverpool, a 
record for a British player, but that notable achievement apart, Dalglish can only 
have been concerned by the latest increase in patients at Liverpool's sickbay.  
The enforced substitutions also meant that Joe Cole was able to complete 90 
minutes for the first time since January 5, but the England midfield player will look 
back on the occasion with mixed emotions having shown admirable workrate on 
his return from injury but less quality on the ball than would normally be 
expected of a player whom Dalglish believes has the ability "to open a can of 
beans" with his feet.  
When Cole's big moment arrived, he got stagefright. The failure of Jaromir Blazek 
to hold on to a shot by David Ngog offered the midfield player an opportunity to 
beat the goalkeeper to the bouncing ball, but Cole lost his nerve and the chance 
went with it.  
Had Cole shown more courage, he could have opened the scoring and boosted his 
self-confidence, but the sight of him backing away gave the impression that he is 
yet to recover psychologically from another injuryscarred campaign.  
Cole was far from being the only wastrel, with David Ngog, in particular, enduring 
a fruitless night in front of goal that featured erratic shooting, indifferent 
positional play and, worst of all, a miskick from the edge of the box. Cole and 
Ngog also failed to take chances after Kuyt had demonstrated how it should be 
done.  
The manner in which victory was earned may not have been the most fitting way 
to mark Dalglish's first European match at Anfield as manager, but it was at least 
in keeping with many from Liverpool's past and the man himself was not about to 
downplay its significance to himself or his club. "It is a great honour for me to be 
in charge of the football club and an even bigger honour on a big European night, 
particularly a winning one," Dalglish said. 

 
Kuyt the saviour again but Liverpool take backward step 
Liverpool 1  
Kuyt 86  
Sparta Prague 0  
Liverpool win 1-0 on agg  
This was an uncomfortable step back in time even before Kenny Dalglish paid 
tribute to Roy Hodgson for Liverpool's lasting involvement in the Europa League. 
Christian Poulsen was jeered off, Joe Cole continued his forlorn battle against 
conspiring fates and a Sparta Prague team led by a 37-year-old Thomas Repka 
fuelled Anfield frustrations. Fortunately for Liverpool in Europe, there is always 
Dirk Kuyt.  
From putting Liverpool into the 2007 Champions League final at the expense of 
Chelsea to preserving the club's interest in Europe against Standard Liege, the 
Dutch international has developed an invaluable habit in continental competition 
that easily surpasses his first touch.  
Kuyt was at it again against the Czech champions, heading home an 86th-minute 
winner and his 15th European goal for Liverpool to secure Dalglish's team a place 
in the last 16 of the Europa League. But no one should start saving for the cost of 
a pint in Dublin, the stage for the final in May, just yet.  
With Steven Gerrard, Luis Suarez and Andy Carroll watching from the stands 
Liverpool served up a second unconvincing display against Sparta that 
demonstrated their lack of invention, inspiration and quality without their leading 
men.  
"It was a difficult game," conceded the Liverpool manager, whose side were 
disrupted by several injuries in fairness. "We knew from the first game they were 
going to be a physical side but we deserve credit for the way we fought. Our 
determination and effort to get the result was superb. The pride they take in 
themselves and the club was rewarded in the end with a goal and we are 
delighted to go through."  
The goalless first leg left both sides with an incentive to attack and mercifully they 
took it. There was more incident in the opening 85 seconds at Anfield than for the 
duration of that non-event in Prague, with the Sparta left-back, Manuel Pamic, 
escaping with a clear handball inside his own penalty area following a free-kick 
from Raul Meireles.  
The card-happy Serbian referee, Milorad Mazic, did have the excuse of peering 
through a crowded penalty area at the incident but the additional assistant 
referee was only yards away yet allowed play to continue.  
Liverpool continued to press, albeit with Martin Kelly providing the only 
consistent threat with his rampaging runs and quality deliveries from right-back. 
Kelly made a vital interception to stop the former Reading midfielder Marek  
Matejovsky breaking into the area while Jose Reina saved Vaclav Kadlec's header 
after Kamil Vacek and Libor Sionko had prised apart the Liverpool left. There was 
a mass intake of breath when Reina completely missed a Sparta corner  
with a punch through thin air, a true  
collector's item, but Sionko and Kadlec failed to apply the finishing touch at the 
back post.  
Sparta were frequently undermined by a poor final touch while Liverpool's 
weakness in front of goal was their ruthlessness, or lack of. Meireles, however, 
skied over when Kelly's cross fell at his feet six yards from goal and, worse still, 
Cole pulled out of a 50-50 with the Sparta goalkeeper after he had parried David 
Ngog's shot towards the England international.  
Cole did force Blazek into an awkward save when cutting in from the left but that 
was a rare end product from the midfielder who, while looking sharp despite a 
recent knee problem, was again isolated on the margins.  
His night was encapsulated late on when, first, the ineffective and weak Ngog 
spoiled a good run by taking a shot off his toes and then, in stoppage time, Cole 
raced half the length of the field to convert a breakaway but shot inches wide.  
Fortunately for Liverpool and Cole, Kuyt had already converted a training ground 
routine he has perfected many times before. Standing next to the goalkeeper for 
a Meireles corner to the six-yard line, he peeled away from his marker to glance a 
header beyond the stranded Blazek. Game over. Thankfully.  
The only lasting memory of the night, apart from the sight of a battered and 
bloodied Sotirios Kyrgiakos, will be the 137th European appearance for Liverpool 
by Jamie Carragher, a record for a British player in Europe. "That is a great credit 
to him and to the success the club has had over the years," said Dalglish who 
added "it is down to the good work of the players and Roy" that he was finally 
managing Liverpool in Europe.  
Liverpool 4-2-3-1  
Reina; Kelly * (Carragher *, h-t), Kyrgiakos, Agger (Skrtel, 85), Wilson; Lucas *,  
Poulsen * (Spearing, 65); Kuyt, Meireles, Cole; Ngog.  
Subs not used  
Gulacsi, Rodriguez, Jovanovic, Pacheco.  
Sparta Prague 4-1-4-1  
Blazek; Kusnir, Brabec, Repka, Pamic * (Keric, 90); Vacek; Sionko (Podany, 73), 
Matejovsky *, Abena (Pekhart, 78), Kadlec; Kweuke *.  
Subs not used Zitka, Kladrubsky, Zeman, Husek.  
Referee M Mazic (Serbia) 
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A BUMPY RIDE IN LIVERPOOL; But Kuyt's late goal keeps Euro hope 
alive. 
Liverpool 1  
Sparta Prague 0  
(Aggregate 1-0)  
KENNY DALGLISH heard Ronan Keating sing that life is a rollercoaster on Monday. 
Last night he found himself riding one as Liverpool progressed into the Europa 
League's last 16.  
It has been the source of amusement on Merseyside in recent days that the 
Liverpool manager was pictured at a Boyzone concert with club record signing 
Andy Carroll. But there were few smiles at Anfield for most of this hard-fought 
win over Sparta Prague. Dirk Kuyt's 86th-minute header gave him the result he 
and the majority of the 42,949 crowd craved but the performance left something 
to be desired. Their Czech opponents will have headed home feeling they missed 
a glorious opportunity.  
European nights at Anfield are synonymous with Liverpool making a jet-propelled 
start in a raucous atmosphere but there was a clear sense of anxiety during the 
opening here.  
Things might have been different had referee Milorad Mazic awarded a penalty 
after 90 seconds when Manuel Pamic handled Raul Meireles' cross but, after that, 
there was no pace or fluency to Liverpool's play.  
They spent much of the first half-hour on the back foot and would have fallen 
behind on 23 minutes only for young Scottish defender Danny Wilson to come to 
Pepe Reina's aid after the goalkeeper had flapped at a corner. A better team than 
Sparta would have seized the chance to put Liverpool to the sword but there was 
always a sense that the home side, regardless of their indifferent performance, 
would take advantage. That should certainly have been the case just before half 
time when Kuyt's perseverance created a glorious chance for David Ngog but the 
French striker fired his shot straight at Sparta keeper Jaromir Blazek. Liverpool 
then had a chance to score but Joe Cole froze as Blazek frantically tried to clear 
his lines. The response from a dismayed Anfield gallery was withering and 
predictable.  
But it was not unreasonable, given the goal was at his mercy, to expect Cole to 
fling himself at the bouncing ball but he made no attempt. TV replays showed 
Cole step backwards when he should have been surging forwards.  
Put Steven Gerrard in the same position and there would have only been one 
outcome -- how Liverpool could have done with their inspirational captain who 
was sitting in his private box. The 137 minutes he has played in the Europa League 
have yielded four goals. Yet that is part of Liverpool's problem. It shouldn't always 
be left to Gerrard to dig them out of a hole. In his absence, Dalglish would have 
been looking for Cole to thrive after giving him a big build-up in his pre-match 
press conference. Equally, he would have wanted to see more from Meireles but 
the Portugal midfielder never looked like dictating the tempo of the game.  
Sparta, for their part, were happy to wait. Stubborn and organised, they kept 
Liverpool at bay even when the pressure started gradually to build in the second 
period, comfortably protecting the underworked Blazek.  
The only time Sparta's poise threatened to slip was when Tomas Repka, the 
former West Ham defender, bizarrely started arguing with the Kop. It was a rare 
moment of humour on a night when laughs were few and far between.  
In fairness to the home crowd, though, they remained patient and ultimately 
went home happy as Kuyt came to the fore.  
He has scored several crucial goals down the years -- his penalty in the shootout 
against Chelsea sent Liverpool to the 2007 Champions League final -- and this 
header from Meireles' centre was as wildly celebrated as any of the previous 14.  
Gerrard hugged everybody in his vicinity and punched the air in delight, while 
Dalglish flashed the most famous smile in football. Dalglish said: 'The boys 
deserve great credit for their determination and effort and the pride they took in 
the club and themselves. That was rewarded with a goal, and I'm delighted we are 
through. 'The only problem was with injuries. Martin Kelly felt a twinge at the top 
of his leg, Kyrgiakos suffered a cut eye and Agger had to come off.' Reflecting on 
Jamie Carragher amassing the most European appearances by a British player, he 
said: 'He has been a magnificent servant, and to walk away with a record like that 
speaks volumes for him and the success of this club.' But Carragher and Dalglish 
will know that there will have to be a dramatic improvement if this adventure is 
to end with more success in reaching the final.  
d.king@dailymail.co.uk  
MATCH FACTS  
LIVERPOOL (4-2-3-1): Reina 6; Kelly 7 (Carragher 46min, 6), Kyrgiakos 6, Agger 6 
(Skrtel 84), Wilson 6; Lucas 7, Poulsen 6 (Spearing 65, 6); Kuyt 8, Meireles 6, Cole 
5; Ngog 5. Subs not used: Gulacsi, Pacheco, Jovanovic, Rodriguez. Booked: Kelly, 
Poulsen, Carragher, Lucas.  
SPARTA PRAGUE (4-4-1-1): Blazek 6; Kusnir 6, Repka 7, Brabec 7, Pamic 6; Sionko 
7 (Podany 73, 6), Vacek 6, Matejovsky 7, Abena Biholong 7 (Pekhart 77); Kadlec 6; 
Kweuke 6. Subs not used: Zitka, Kladrubsky, Zeman, Husek, Keric.  
Booked: Pamic, Matejovsky, Kweuke. Man of the match: Dirk Kuyt.  
Referee: Milorad Mazic (Serbia) 6.  

 

 

 
 Kuyt's strike brings relief for Dalglish 
Liverpool 1  
Kuyt 86  
Sparta Prague 0  
Att: 42,949  
Liverpool win 1-0 on agg  
From Boyzone to the Eurozone, Kenny Dalglish has access all areas. One of the 
Irish pop group's most famous fans, the Liverpool manager enjoyed another night 
out at a packed, sold-out venue on Merseyside.  
The Liverpool Echo Arena one evening, then Anfield. Yet Dalglish's 26-year wait to 
manage Liverpool in Europe at his beloved Anfield was hardly proving the most 
auspicious of occasions until Dirk Kuyt scored four minutes from time.  
Then Dalglish was punching the air, lighting up the place with that megawatt 
smile. "It was quite enjoyable," he deadpanned afterwards.  
Quite enjoyable. For Dalglish, all that mattered was the victory, the suppression of 
occasionally awkward Czechs and the progress into the last 16. Yet there was a 
tenderness in the way Dalglish touched the 'This Is Anfield' sign before kick-off, 
and a pride at seeing the stadium full, that reflected the strength of emotions 
beating within.  
Dalglish's first spell as manager here ended before the Heysel ban was lifted. His 
sense of unfinished business always included that desire to lead the club in 
Europe. The Europa League is hardly the European Cup, akin to comparing 
Boyzone with The Beatles, but Dalglish relished the moment.  
"It was my first European game here as a manager," he said. "It's a fantastic 
football club and I was a lucky man to be asked to come back in unfortunate 
circumstances.  
"I am only here managing in the Europa League because of the good work done 
before me by the players and Roy [Hodgson]. It is a great honour for me to be in 
charge of the football club and an even bigger honour on a big European night - 
and a winning one."  
The occasion was largely disappointing, scarred by below-par contributions from 
the likes of David Ngog. Only when Kuyt moved more central in the second half 
did Liverpool boast a more consistent attacking threat.  
The first half was singularly uninspiring. Partly through ineligibility (Luis Suarez) 
and injury (Glen Johnson felt his Achilles), Dalglish had rung the changes again.  
Yet the system remained the same, 4-2-3-1, and a few of the pleasing themes of 
the Scot's new era were also swiftly seen. Martin Kelly again impressed with his 
surges down the right until departing at the break with an injury.  
Raul Meireles was typically busy, whipping in a cross that could have brought a 
penalty when Manuel Pamic handled. The Serbian referee, Milorad Mazic, waved 
play on.  
This was a big night for Joe Cole, a chance to prove his worth to Dalglish, and he 
showed some neat touches but failed to score when presented with two good 
opportunities.  
Sparta had their chances, although lacked the conviction of their terrific fans. 
"Let's go, Sparta, let's go," reverberated around the Anfield Road End as the 
visitors sought to trouble Pepe Reina in front of the Kop. The Spaniard saved well 
from Vaclav Kadlec, the highly regarded attacker.  
The second half was better, first enlivened by a genuinely comic cameo. Tomas 
Repka, who endured an eventful spell at West Ham, including two reds in his first 
three games, decided to take on the Kop. He swore, then gesticulated at 12,000 
people, who responded with fairly toxic ribaldry.  
Sparta's defence was going into slight meltdown and Liverpool exploited the 
uncertainty with four minutes remaining. The way Kuyt took his goal was 
exceptional, seeming to idle on the line as Meireles weighed up the corner.  
The Dutchman then drifted back, moving into the congestion zone around the 
Sparta keeper, Jaromir Blazek. His marker, Pamic, failed to keep up, allowing Kuyt 
to leap up and flick a header home.  
Kuyt's 15th goal in Europe took him alongside Terry McDermott as Liverpool's 
fifth most prolific player in Europe. Stretching out in front of him are the 
illustrious names of Roger Hunt, Ian Rush, Michael Owen and Steven Gerrard.  
Kuyt's goal was also his first since Jan 16 when he struck against Everton. "It's 
about time," he smiled. Kuyt will certainly have Liverpool fans smiling with the 
additional news that his contract talks are "already looking positive". He hoped to 
have "some good news in one or two weeks".  
His manager was delighted with his players' "determination and effort", adding: 
"The pride they take in themselves and the club was rewarded in the end."  
Unfortunately, victory came at a cost. "Martin Kelly felt a twinge at the top of his 
leg and had to come off. Daniel Agger got injured and then Soto Kyrgiakos split his 
head," Dalglish said.  
Dalglish concluded by voicing his praise for Jamie Carragher, whose 137th 
appearance in Europe made him the most experienced British player ever in 
Europe, moving ahead of Ryan Giggs.  
"Carragher's record sums up his contribution to the club," said Dalglish. "He has 
been a magnificent servant." 
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Kuyt ensures reward for Liverpool's effort 
DIRK KUYT is an old-fashioned footballer. The stamina that carried him through to 
a World Cup final in South Africa was honed on endless runs on the dunes at 
Katwijk by the seas his father fished. His is a game founded on hard work and 
resolve and sometimes they were the only qualities Liverpool possessed last 
night. It was entirely appropriate it was his header, scored when Anfield was 
preparing itself for extra time, that took Liverpool into the last 16 of the Europa 
League.  
When his manager, Kenny Dalglish, speaks about football, he employs language 
that in any other profession would be called socialistic. He talks of hard work, of 
every footballer being equal and of the team being paramount. It is the language 
the old trade unionists would have recognised and it is the kind of talk Kuyt 
understands instinctively.  
The header from Raul Meireles' corner lightened what had been a relentless, 
unimaginative evening that was five minutes away from grinding into extra time. 
But it was put away emphatically and sent Steven Gerrard, who was watching 
from a hospitality box, into spasms of delight. Kuyt had joked that since he had 
taken over the pre-match music in the home dressing room, playing The Kings of 
Leon, The Killers and Amy Winehouse, Liverpool had not lost. His manager, who 
had earlier taken Andy Carroll to a Boyzone concert, might not approve.  
It was a victory that came at a cost. Daniel Agger and Martin Kelly, whose runs 
down the right flank like a colt on the gallops had been one of the evening's few 
highlights, had limped off while Sotiris Kyrgiakos finished with a cut eye. The 
changes allowed Jamie Carragher to come on and overtake Ryan Giggs as the 
British footballer to have played most European games, a lead that may change 
hands during the remains of the season.  
"They deserve great credit for the effort they put in," said Dalglish of his players. 
"They have this attitude where you have got to help each other and they were 
helped by the crowd. We knew they would be patient because they have been 
educated in what European football is about."  
A goal from Sparta Prague at any time could have wrecked Liverpool's passage to 
the latter stages of this competition but they were not good enough to score one 
while Liverpool, with Luis Suarez ineligible and Carroll not yet fit, lacked a centre-
forward with sufficient quality to force the issue. The result was a stalemate of 
sorts, especially when what appeared a blatant handball from Manuel Pamic was 
ignored by the Serbian referee.  
Dalglish remarked that the only people who thought the Europa League was 
irrelevant were those not involved in it. It was important to those who crammed 
into Anfield for a 6pm kick-off, it was important to the 3,000 who had travelled to 
Merseyside from the Czech Republic and it would have mattered desperately to 
Joe Cole.  
He is a footballer who wears his state of mind on his shirt. His last meaningful 
contribution at Anfield had been to score the last-minute winner against Bolton 
that appeared fleetingly to have saved Roy Hodgson's job and this was his first 
start under Dalglish.  
Dalglish will reserve his judgement, though when he calls him "wee Joe" the Scot 
betrays a certain affection for a footballer whose game sometimes appears 
entirely built on confidence. Judging from the way Anfield turned on Cole when 
he ducked out of a challenge with the Sparta Prague keeper, Jaromir Blazek, that 
affection is not universal.  
Cole put one shot on the roof of the net, had another saved by Blazek and then in 
the closing seconds, as Sparta Prague lumbered forward in search of the goal that 
would have sent them through, Liverpool broke away and the opportunity 
presented itself for an emphatic winner in front of the Kop. He shot wide.  
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Reina; Kelly (Carragher ht), Kyrgiakos, Agger (Skrtel, 85), 
Wilson; Poulsen (Spearing, 64), Lucas; Kuyt, Meireles, Cole; Ngog. Substitutes not 
used Gulacsi (gk), Pacheco, Jovanovic, Rodriguez. Booked Kelly, Poulsen, 
Carragher, Lucas.  
Sparta Prague (4-1-4-1): Blazek; Kusnir, Repka, Brabec, Pamic (Keric 90); Vacek; 
Sionko (Podany 74), Matejovsky, Abena (Pekhart 78), Kadlec; Kweuke. Substitutes 
not used Zitka (gk), Kladrubsky, Zeman, Husek. Booked Pamic, Matejovsky, 
Kweuke.  
Referee M Mazic (Serbia)  

 

 
KOP'S SHOT IN THE DIRK 
NEVER mind a contract, Dirk Kuyt deserves the freedom of the city for rescuing 
Liverpool from extra time in this excruciating contest.  
The Dutch striker finally found the net after 86 hapless minutes of trying for two 
sides who looked as though they hadn't quite got the hang of what this scoring 
lark is all about - namely shooting goalwards.  
Both teams seemed to do everything but that on an evening that didn't exactly 
enhance the reputation of the Europa League, even if the second leg at least rose 
above the terrible tedium of the first encounter a week ago.  
Sparta were so poor you wondered if they realised the object was to put the ball 
into the net.  
Every time they got near Liverpool's penalty area, they passed to an opponent or 
straight into touch.  
In fairness, the home side rose well above that level with the sort of effort 
demanded by a capacity crowd for a bizarre 6pm kick-off, a time that really was 
an insult to the competition and the teams competing in it.  
But their finishing was almost as wayward, until Kuyt decided that enough was 
enough, and planted a header into the net from a Raul Meireles corner, just as 
extra time seemed not a possibility but a depressing inevitability.  
The tireless forward has been offered a new deal with the Reds, and his work 
ethic alone in this match shows why, as he refused to submit to the general 
malaise that gripped most of the (early) evening.  
At least there was some excitement on show - an improvement on a week ago - 
but it was still 176 minutes of painful frustration before Kuyt stepped up and put 
his side into the last 16.  
With four more ties to win the trophy, it feels as though the Europa League could 
go on until 2015.  
It is not a competition that warms the heart, and that was perhaps summed up in 
the display of David Ngog, who contrived just about every way to miss the 
chances Liverpool did create.  
The striker hasn't seen much action since Dalglish arrived - no surprise there, on 
this performance - and he didn't look so much rusty as rusted.... to the spot.  
Four times he was presented with glorious opportunities to finally break the 
tedious deadlock.  
He put the first straight at Sparta keeper Jarimir Blazek, and didn't even manage 
to get a meaningful touch on the next two, despite standing unmarked in front of 
goal. His final effort saw him shoot at the keeper again.  
It is clear the young striker was suffering from a lack of confidence almost from 
the start, and that mindset seeped slowly into the mentality of the rest of the 
Reds side as the game progressed.  
One moment 15 minutes from time summed up this evening.  
Liverpool urged themselves forward once more, and Ngog (inset) once again 
found himself with the ball in front of goal unmarked. Once more he found the 
goalkeeper.  
There was little relief from the frustration, though the appearance of Jamie 
Carragher as a half-time substitute at least provided the interesting footnote of 
his 137th European appearance - which happens to be the highest total of any 
British player.  
As manager Kenny Dalglish said afterwards, though, Liverpool never once gave in 
to their frustration, and never once reduced their effort.  
When Kuyt scored, it was just reward - and perhaps what unambitious Sparta 
deserved too, for their limited performance. Even though the goal came only four 
minutes from full-time, it was as though a weight had been lifted off the home 
team. They played with a freedom from there that had been missing previously, 
creating three more glorious opportunities in the process.  
It mattered not that they didn't score again, because one goal was always going to 
be enough in this tie.  
The consolation for two difficult matches was that Liverpool find themselves in 
the last 16 - and the history books never detail how you get there.  
LIVERPOOL: Reina 6, Kelly 6 (Carragher 46, 7), Kyrgiakos 6, Agger 6 (Skrtel 84, 6), 
Wilson 6, Lucas 6, Poulsen 6 (Spearing 64, 6), Kuyt 7, Meireles 6, Cole 7, Ngog 5.  
SPARTA: Blazek 5; Kusnir 5, Repka 7, Brabec 5, Pamic 6 (Keric 90), Matejovsky 6, 
Vacek 6, Slonko 6 (Podany 73, 5), Abena 5 (Pekhart 78, 5), Kadlec 5, Kweuke 5.  
REFEREE: Milorad Mazic (Serbia).  
JOE COLE WATCH  
PASSING An area of his game that has never been in question, and he found his 
range early to form a good combination with Meireles, but not penetrating 
enough often enough to be a threat. 7/10  
TOUCH Two neat touches and a spin into space early set the tone for a tidy, 
competent display from Cole, who clearly has lost none of the presence on the 
ball he's always possessed. 8/10  
CONTRIBUTION Some nice touches, some nice passes, but his performance was 
summed up by two chances at the end, when his legs and his confidence deserted 
him. Needs to get fit to be judged properly. 7/10  
FANS' REACTION The supporters were clearly desperate to see Cole do well, and 
his every positive contribution was warmly received as they rallied behind their 
man in the hope of inspiring him. 9/10 
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Czech resistance ended by Dirk Kuyt 
IT wasn’t the first time this week Kenny Dalglish has sat in a packed arena while 
the star names in front of him failed to hit the high notes. 
In fact for long periods this must have been even more difficult to sit through than 
a set from Boyzone. 
On Monday night the Liverpool boss had the tunes of the 90s Irish boyband 
ringing in his ears, last night he had to endure his side making hard work of 
keeping their Europa League dream alive. 
It wasn’t pretty and it wasn’t convincing but belatedly the Reds got the job done 
as Dalglish crowned his first European home game in charge with a victory. 
Dirk Kuyt’s 86th minute winner ensured Liverpool remain on course for a final trip 
to Dublin in May. 
But without doubt they will have to perform considerably better if they are going 
to end the club’s five-year wait for silverware. 
Thankfully, reinforcements are on the way. The Reds’ £35million record signing 
Andy Carroll will be available for the next round and skipper Steven Gerrard 
should be back fit and firing on all cylinders – and they will be desperately needed 
with Liverpool’s lack of conviction in the final third last night keeping Sparta’s 
hopes of an upset on track until the closing stages. 
The gutsy Czech champions should have been killed off long before. 
When Kuyt finally produced the breakthrough, rising to nod home Raul Meireles’ 
corner from close range, the feeling of relief was palpable. 
This competition may be derided in some quarters but the manic celebrations of 
Dalglish and Gerrard, who was watching on from his executive box, showed just 
how much it meant. 
It was mission accomplished and with their unbeaten run stretching to eight 
games momentum is building nicely. 
Before the game Dalglish had warned that patience would be needed both on the 
pitch and in the stands and how right he was. 
Sparta had shown in last week’s dour goalless first leg in Prague that they are 
tough to break down and their approach was the same. 
During the opening 45 minutes chances were at a premium with the Czechs sitting 
deep and frustrating the hosts. Liverpool struggled to produce the craft and guile 
needed to carve them open. 
Inside 90 seconds shouts for a penalty were waved away after Manuel Pamic 
handled in the box but it wasn’t the start of a sustained onslaught. 
With Lucas and Christian Poulsen in the centre of the park Liverpool were 
defensively solid but creativity was in short supply. 
Poulsen may have had a couple of sleepless nights following the birth of his son 
earlier this week but there was no excusing some of the openings he squandered. 
As the Dane dallied holes in the Sparta rearguard closed up. 
The only pace injected into Liverpool’s attacking play came from the excellent 
Martin Kelly down the right flank. 
It took 17 minutes for keeper Jaromir Blazek to be tested and even then it was 
from a set-piece as he pushed behind Sotirios Kyrgiakos’ low header. 
Spurred on by their 3,000-strong travelling army, the visitors grew in confidence 
as the half progressed and gave the Reds some uncomfortable moments. 
They broke quickly in support of lone frontman Leony Kweuke with Pepe Reina 
called upon to keep out a header from Vaclav Kadlec. 
Liverpool’s jitters spread from front to back with Danny Wilson, retained at full-
back after Glen Johnson was ruled out with an Achilles injury, having to clear the 
danger after Reina had uncharacteristically flapped at a corner. 
Just seconds later the Reds should have eased the nerves. 
Another great run from Kelly and pinpoint cross picked out Meireles but he 
couldn’t continue his hot streak as he lifted his effort over from eight yards. 
Kelly must have caught the eye of watching England boss Fabio Capello before 
injury cruelly ended his evening at the interval. 
It was also a big night for Joe Cole and David Ngog but neither did much to boost 
their hopes of securing a regular starting spot. 
Cole did test Blazek once in the first half after drifting in off the left but he also 
made a complete hash of a header. 
Ngog’s chances have been severely limited under Dalglish and with Luis Suarez 
back for Sunday’s league trip to West Ham and Carroll nearing full fitness he’s 
likely to spend the coming weeks warming the bench. 
The young Frenchman showed exactly why Liverpool splashed out £57million on 
strikers in January. 
Nine minutes before the break the tireless Kuyt pounced on an error from Tomas 
Repka and pulled the ball back to Ngog who shot straight at the keeper. 
Blazek parried and the sight of the keeper’s high boot was enough to convince 
Cole it wasn’t worth challenging for the rebound. 
Jamie Carragher replaced Kelly at the start of the second half as he came on for a 
British record 137th European appearance – nudging ahead of Ryan Giggs in the 
pecking order. 

 

 
The decision to replace the ineffective Poulsen with Jay Spearing midway through 
the second half was a popular one. 
Moving Meireles to the right and putting Kuyt up front gave the Reds a greater 
physical presence against a uncompromising backline but Liverpool continued to 
press without reward. 
Ngog scuffed wastefully wide after being teed up by Kuyt before Cole shot weakly 
at Blazek. 
Former West Ham hard man Repka could even afford to spend time picking a fight 
with the Kop as Liverpool toiled. 
Rather than throw on Maxi Rodriguez or Daniel Pacheco in search of a goal, 
Dalglish was forced to use his final sub on another defensive switch with Martin 
Skrtel coming on after Agger limped off. 
With the tension mounting and extra time looming Kuyt popped up to continue 
his knack of scoring vital goals as he punished some woeful marking. 
Cole should have added a second in stoppage time but poked wide after being put 
clean through by Spearing. 
The last time Liverpool beat Czech opposition in this competition they went on to 
lift the trophy in 2001. Dalglish will hope that’s an omen – but he will know that 
the Reds must raise the bar. 

 


